HOW TO PROMOTE
YOUR INDIE GAME DURING
THE PANDEMIC
WELCOME ESTEEMED GAME DEVS
2020 has been quite the year! You may have seen our earlier Tips & Tricks
for indie game devs to get ahead in PR, and we wanted to follow up on
that with some insights that may help you weather these challenging
times. With the Covid-19 pandemic in full swing, bringing all conferences,
conventions, tournaments, and press junkets to a screeching halt, we’ve had
to devise new ways of promoting indie games remotely in this strange era.
Thankfully, video games are one of the few industries that hasn’t been
dramatically affected by this devastating disease, as people are staying home
to combat its spread. In fact, with the bulk of society shuttered away in their
homes more than ever, video game consumption has been at an all-time
high. Video game console sales soared 36 percent year-over-year in Q2
2020, Steam saw over 23 million concurrent players during March 2020,
surpassing all previous records, and Twitch saw over three billion hours of
content watched over the first quarter of 2020 - a 20 percent increase from
2019 . There’s certainly an appetite for games right now. The question is: how
do you get people to discover your project right now? Read on and find out!

WHERE WE’RE GOING,
WE DON’T NEED ROADS
With all in-person gaming events cancelled for the foreseeable future,
there aren’t any opportunities to get in front of press and potential
fans at shows like PAX, GDC, or Gamescom. For many this lack of
face to face opportunity had quite an impact, however, this would
also be a great opportunity to convert or re-energize your event and
travel budget into other forms of promotional content, especially
initiatives that could provide community growth and awareness instead.
Trailers, streams, dev diaries, video walkthroughs, and a presence on
social media are all viable forms of engagement that don’t require
leaving your front porch! You can’t be in two places at once, so while
it’s sad that we can’t have our in-person shindigs at the usual industry
gatherings, that doesn’t mean we’re lost at sea. Roughly 200 million
people watch YouTube daily, 59 percent of internet users between the
ages of 18 and 29 use Instagram (with another 33 per cent in the 30-49
age bracket), so there are plenty of other ways to catch the attention
of press, influencers, and potential customers. In fact, many of these
are even more beneficial than existing in a crowded conference hall
where it’s noisy and crowded and everyone is jet lagged and exhausted.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
With major conventions like E3, Gamescom, and PAX all missing in
action, premier outlets have a large swath of content to fill. And guess
where they’ve found that? In indie games! We saw this recently when
E3 was cancelled. To make up for this void of content, major outlets
replaced it with indie showcases. IGN dedicated several months to their
“Summer of Gaming” showcase, while GameSpot had a recurring “Play
For All” segment that highlighted slick upcoming titles to replace their
usual E3 shenanigans. There was also the PCGamer Show, The Escapist
Indie Showcase, Digital Dragons, The Guerrilla Collective, and more.
Looking ahead to 2021, we have several indie-focused digital only events
such as Indiecade, Indie World Order, Game Developers Carnival, EGX
Rezzed, MIX and Day of the Devs. Save yourself a plane ticket and
hotel costs by instead applying for a spot in one of these virtual shows!

MAKE SURE YOUR HOME PAGE AND
STORE PAGES ARE SERVING A LOOK
Now that people have found out about your game, they’ll want
to research it more (especially if they’re media and influencers
making content about it). So the first port of call for these
curious potential customers will be your home page or store page.
Publishers and developers should get into the habit of optimizing
their storefront and consumer facing pages regularly, ensuring that
they have updated or improved screenshots, re-edited trailers, and
promotional text noting any new updates or recently announced
upcoming content. Homepages too should present their company
in the best light, with updated bios, game information, and company
info. Games are constantly being tweaked and polished up, so make
sure all that hard work isn’t only happening behind the scenes!

USE THIS TIME TO GATHER
FEEDBACK THROUGH MOCK REVIEWS
We mentioned earlier that you’ll save money not travelling to events,
and one worthwhile place to invest that cost is in mock reviews, i.e.
reviews by consultants (usually former critics) who can offer detailed
feedback on how they think the press will respond to your game.
They’ll point out what features work, but also where they see it needs
improvement, and address any concerns they see being major sticking
points at launch. Basically, it’s a very thorough playtest by someone who
knows the industry better than anyone and can offer vital guidance on
what to improve before launch. It’s important that these are secured
well enough in advance though, so the dev team will actually have time
to address the various concerns pointed out to them. We’d recommend
going through this process roughly 3-6 months ahead of launch.

STAY CONNECTED, MAKE
THE MOST OF VIRTUAL MEETINGS
We all miss regular social interactions, so it’s important that we
recreate these as best we can through communication tools like Slack,
Skype, Parsec, Discord and Teams to stay in touch with one another.
That said, it can be tempting to over schedule calls when a simple
email will do (probably because we all miss socialising). That’s why it’s
critical to keep meetings limited to a set timeframe, so that only the
crucially essential topics are discussed and resolved within that session.
Longer meetings suck time and can invariably lead to lots of talk but
not a lot of solutions to the tasks needed to keep projects moving.
This is most important in pre-production phases, when it’s hardest for
everyone to get on the same page with a clear, concrete vision. Here’s
where communication is most vital, so it’s important to stay in touch. But
it’s also important to keep things simple and trust your colleagues and
collaborators to get the job done before touching base again to reassess.

DON’T BITE OFF MORE
THAN YOU CAN CHEW WITH PR
Promotion is a time-consuming process. It’s literally why PR agencies like
us exist. We can offer all the tips and tricks in the world, but the means
of actually building contacts and following through on our advice can be
an arduous ordeal. That’s why it’s important to partner with a company
that specializes in this sort of work. Such companies offer support in all
aspects of PR campaign strategy, ranging from copywriting, incubator
support, media training, event scheduling, press outreach, and feedback
on promotional content like game pages, storefronts, websites and trailer
edits. Having experts walk you through each step of the process can be
a godsend - especially in this most unpredictable of times. It’s the wild
west of indie game promotion, so having a guide to help navigate this
unstable terrain can be the difference between success and failure.

For more information, please contact Plan of Attack Co-Founders
Chris Clarke (chris@planofattack.biz) and Audra McIver (audra@planofattack.biz)
or reach us at planofattack.biz or on Twitter at @planofattackbiz.

